Cell subpopulations of nicotine-sensitive subfornical organ neurons in rat.
The subfornical organ (SFO), which is related to drinking and cardiovascular regulation, is activated by central application of nicotine (NIC) and angiotensin II (ANG). However, NIC-induced drinking is much smaller than ANG-induced one although approximately 60% of SFO neurons are affected by both NIC and ANG. Therefore, some specific subpopulations of SFO neurons for NIC or ANG may be related to such different drinking responses. To clarify subpopulations of NIC-sensitive neurons, electrophysiological properties of SFO neurons with the application of NIC was investigated at whole-cell patch-clamp recordings. Based on our developed electrophysiological criteria of the recovery kinetics of tetraethylammonium-resistant transient outward K(+) currents, two sub-types (F- and S-type neurons) were distinguished. Twenty-nine dissociated SFO neurons were examined to determine whether they showed NIC-induced inward currents. Most F-type neurons (n=19/21) showed NIC sensitivity, but most S-type neurons (n=7/8) did not. Our previous study had demonstrated that half of the F-type and all of the S-type units showed ANG sensitivity. These suggests that almost all of the NIC-sensitive SFO neurons were electrophysiologically classified as the F-type, but not S-type, and this differs in part from angiotensin sensitivity. The different subpopulations for chemical sensitivities in the SFO may be related to different drinking responses.